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We have been alerted to two errors in the above Dispatch. First, the percentages ‘‘(72%/48%)’’ in the first column on page R458 are
meant to indicate the completeness of the datasets, not the amount of missing data. Thus, the clearer wording would be ‘‘The
average amount of missing data differs (72%/48% complete), and although taxon sampling is similar numerically, there are some
tantalising differences between the studies.’’ Second, the captions ‘‘Ectoparasitism’’ and ‘‘Endoparasitism’’ in Figure 2 were acci-
dentally reversed. Both of these errors have now been rectified online. The authors apologize for the confusion.The Control of Growth Symmetry Breaking
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In the version of this article originally published online, the legend for the Graphical Abstract accidentally labeled the blue walls as
‘‘more elastic wall rich in high DM pectin’’ and the yellow walls as ‘‘less elastic wall rich in low DM pectin.’’ The legend should
have labeled the blue walls as ‘‘more elastic wall rich in low DM pectin’’ and the yellow walls as ‘‘less elastic wall rich in high DM
pectin.’’ This labeling error has now been corrected online. The authors apologize for the confusion.1798 Current Biology 25, 1798, June 29, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved
